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Elmbridge Borough Council’s Arts Development seeks to
increase opportunities for people to engage in the arts, culture
and heritage of our Borough, either individually or through
partnerships, such as those that made ELMBRIDGE: MOVING
ART possible.
With the aim of engaging residents, Elmbridge Borough Council’s
Art Development seeks to support local arts organisations and
to present art-based activities that improve the physical and
mental health of people who live and work in Elmbridge.

The R C Sherriff Trust is an independent charitable trust,
established through the terms of the Will of playwright, R C
Sherriff. It has been promoting and developing the arts in the
Borough of Elmbridge, for 25 years. Further details about the
Trust can be found at www.rcsherrifftrust.org.uk.

Elmbridge: Moving Art
Paintings, Sculpture, Photography and more
ELMBRIDGE: MOVING ART is a community arts exhibition,
showcasing the work of visual artists who live or work in our
Borough. Launching at the Riverhouse Barn Arts Centre in
Walton-on-Thames on 7 August, the exhibition will later travel to
the Civic Centre in Esher, where a rotating display can be seen
until the end of December.
The project is a partnership between the Riverhouse Barn Arts
Centre, the RC Sherriff Trust and Elmbridge Borough Council.

Carolyn Palmer - Masquerade

Don Anderson
gallerydon@ymail.com
Bothies were built by
hill farmers in the high
pastures as protection
for their sheep in
extreme
weather.
Many
have
been
converted into holiday
cottages. Inspired by
one in Ettrick Valley,
The Old Bothy
Scotland.
I have a wide experience working mainly in oils, in a variety of styles
and a huge range of subjects. I have run out of wall space in my home
in East Molesey, and I am happy to show round anyone interested just drop me an email. I am a member of the Molesey Art Society.
Michael J Bailey
patandmick@hotmail.com
Global Warming
Habitat Loss
Poaching

Blue Giraffe

Liz Bernard
www.lizbernard.co.uk
Liz loves to walk and cycle in the
Surrey Hills, and the environment
cloaked in trees has inspired her
to paint the woods she has come
to love. She is interested in the
form of trees, the intertwining of
the branches and the undergrowth
in the woodlands, and Liz has
brought her keen sense of colour
to her work. Liz has an interest in
almost all subjects and particularly
enjoys the unusual; but a common
theme throughout is her strong
sense and enjoyment of colour.

Through the Woods

Lesley Blackburn
lesleyblackburn5@gmail.com
I have been painting
professionally
since
2009 when I had my
first exhibition at the
Malvern Theatres in
Worcestershire
with
www.artgallery.co.uk. I
am a best-selling artist
and have sold over
700 paintings to date
in the USA, Australia,
South Africa, Denmark,
Red Velvet
Spain, Switzerland and
the UK. My work ranges from impressionism to abstract impressionism.
As well as selling online, I work with the Corner Gallery in Carshalton
and First Steps, Weybridge Business Groups and Farmers Market.

Hilary Blacklocks
arts@rcsherrifftrust.org
I came to the
Rosebriars
Art
Group 5 years ago
not having done any
art since school.
Coming here has
made such a change
for me as I was very
low at the time. The
RC Sherriff Trust
has helped me over
that time and has
helped me to enjoy
life again.

Last Collection

Sophie Boyce
sophie.boyce37@virginmedia.com
I have been working on a series
of still lifes in conjunction with
a project I am running with the
Rosebriars Art Group. I wanted
to encourage the artists to look at
the negative spaces - shadows
and overlapping shapes - as
much as the physical objects
themselves.

Circles and Shadows

Nicky Browne
www.nickybrowne.co.uk
Nicky draws, makes
linocut prints and then
reproduces images to
make cards and small
minibooks. She works in
series, and these have
included local pubs, tea
shops, monkeypuzzle
trees and the River
Chinese Wingnut
Thames; also Hampton
Court, Strawberry Hill House, Bushy Park and Thames bridges.
A recent theme has been trees, and in particular the trees of Kew
Gardens. She is a member of The Fountain Gallery and Teddington
Artists, and also draws and helps organise sketch days for Urban
Sketchers London.
Anita Chanda
www.anitachandaart.co.uk
Using the reflective surface
of aluminium panels I
depict movement and life
in water. A monochrome
palette accentuates the
reality of climate change.
The shifting light, bubbles
and lines trigger different
thoughts below the surface.
My paintings are in private
collections in the UK, USA,
India and UAE.

Below the Surface

Pauline Charles
arts@rcsherrifftrust.org
I like to play with different
mediums
including
fabric, tissue, anything
that
has
texture.
Recycling is fun. This
item is a combination of
several things.

The Young Dragon

Katie Corcoran
www.katiecorcoran.co.uk
katie@katiecorcoran.co.uk
I really wanted to
capture the beauty
in our local area and
propel it into something
modern,
eyecatching
and interesting.
I wanted to take these
Pop Art Hampton Court Palace
amazing places that I
love and turn them into something truly beautiful yet utterly
contemporary. Perfect art for every home and age. My digital artwork
is striking and new and is leading the way in modern art in and around
Surrey. The popularity and interest in this digital artwork has been
amazing and I hope it brings a new edge to the Moving Art exhibition.

Geraldine Dahlke-Fox
geraldine.dahlke@btinternet.com
Using the cafés in Claygate,
Esher, Hinchley Wood and
Kingston I became fascinated
by the groups and individuals
around me. What were they
saying, what relationship did
they have with each other?
The centre group started my
interest, they were so intent on
the new baby and oblivious to all
around them.
Café Coffee

Sally Dray
sallydray@hotmail.co.uk
In contrast to the
disciplines
and
deadlines
imposed
when carrying out
commissioned
portraits and paintings
for film and television,
I
enjoy
creating
moody
atmospheric
landscapes
with
subdued colours and a
limited palette.

Dorset Landscape

Demelza Edwards
demelza.edwards@me.com
I am a retired film makeup artist who
has swapped faces for canvas. Born
and bred in Cornwall, til I moved
to London for work 39 years ago,
my heart is still with the Cornish
coastline and seascapes. The red
sail working boats are a very fond
memory of Falmouth, my home
town. I am self-taught on canvas and
often use makeup techniques that I
learned for special effects makeups
and like to try and get texture as well
as colour and movement into my
paintings. Each painting is indeed a
voyage of discovery.

Coming Home

Pam Francis
arts@rcsherrifftrust.org

Snowy Surprise
This is my version of the Hersham robin. I imagine it being bewildered
by the snow that fell during the night. I am forever grateful to the R.C.
Sherriff Trust for providing tutors and materials to the Rosebriars Art
Project. During the 6 years I have been with them we have created
the Mount Felix Tapestry, clay tiles displayed at Hersham Day Centre,
glass paintings, various crafts, watercolour and now oil paintings.

Miranda Fuller
miranda.fuller@btinternet.com
Born and brought up on the
Isle of Wight, Miranda’s work,
be it representational or semiabstract, frequently reflects
her roots, often featuring the
countryside and the seaside.
She currently exhibits with
Oxshott Art and Crafts Society,
Molesey Art Society, and Mixed
Media Artists in Reigate.

David Gamble
www.davegambleart.co.uk
I am from Devon and was
a student of celebrated
West
Country
artist
Robert Lenkiewicz. I enjoy
painting in multiple styles,
such as landscapes,
portraits, surrealism and
still life.

Summertime in Bushy
Park

By the Jetty

Charles Goodfellow
www.AttainCollection.co.uk
Charles
Goodfellow’s
practice makes the invisible
electromagnetic force visible.
His pieces allow two disciplines
physics and art to connect
and mutually interpenetrate
to show the universe’s natural
beauty. His pieces are all
unique
expressions
that
capture the essence of this
Left Hand Rule
invisible stronghold. Each
fleeting interaction is frozen in time allowing a reflection of the
strength and elegance that this natural force holds over ferromagnetic
materials. Charles explores these interactions in an inquisitive
interplay between scientific hypotheses and continual reinvention.
Claire Grahame
www.clairegrahame.co.uk
My speciality is figurative
art which takes the form
of decoupage figures and
sculptures. My pieces are
designed to be either wall
hung or free standing.
Each piece is covered in
Japanese chiyogami and
other decorative papers
front and back, giving
each figure a uniqe and
individual style.

Phoenix

Wendy Hale
wendy@charltonross.co.uk
I have been stitching all my life. My love of
textiles and needlework began at a very
young age when my grandmother taught
me to sew. I grew up in rural Herefordshire
and always found inspiration from nature
and the beautiful countryside, using it as
a starting point for my artwork.
I enjoy experimenting with different
techniques, including layering, kantha
stitch and freehand machine embroidery.
Vintage with Blue and
I frequently integrate recycled vintage
Green Jug
materials into my work, specifically items
from my travels or something that has
been cherished to transform to give a new lease of life to something
with a previous history.
Janet Hall
janmag.hall@gmail.com
This painting of the Dolomites
was inspired by the majesty,
beauty and solidity of the
mountains. I love the wonder
of creation in all its forms
expressing the nature of the
Creator.

The Dolomites

Mark James Higgs
markjameshiggs@hotmail.com
My artwork is hugely inspired
and influenced by the early
New York City graffiti artists.
This first love of art in the early
eighties inspired me to begin
painting and drawing. Studying
the old masters I began painting Intercity
in oils for many years which I
enjoyed but was never fulfilled. The work I’m producing now allows
me to incorporate these different influences, using watercolours and
ink on paper I am able to work much quicker than with oils, allowing
me to be more spontaneous.

Richard Hooke
www.richardhooke.com
I joined Slade School graduate Antonia
Black’s Watercolour Workshop in the
early 1980s. A small group of aspiring
artists, we worked in Richmond Park
or by the Thames, exhibiting our work
locally and selling our first paintings.
I’ve turned to oils over the last ten
years, joining an artist collective on
the Isle of Purbeck in Dorset and,
more recently, Molesey Art Society.
On Platt’s Eyot
Platt’s Eyot, one of several islands
on the Thames between Molesey and Walton, grew osiers (willow
rods) for basket-making until around 1884 but in the early 20th century
it became famous for building boats: canoes, launches and then, as
Thorneycroft Limited, fast naval vessels. It finally outgrew its premises
and moved to Southampton, leaving behind what seems a fading but
enduring legacy of boatbuilding and, more recently, boat repair.

Kim Hurse
kim.hurse@btinternet.com

Longshore
Drift
I am a retired technical producer to the conference and events industry.
A mainly self-taught artist who loves to experiment with textures and
grade. I use brush and palette knife to add movement and dynamic
range to my paintings. Fascinated by the interplay of light and shade
on sand and water – I try to capture that elusive snapshot of shifting
shape and colour.
Lily Kilgour-Miller
lilykilgourmiller@gmail.com
Creating art from places I
love.
Inspired by my travels I
paint and draw in my own
unique style. I mainly use
watercolours and fineliners
to create my artwork.

St Paul’s Cathedral

Alan Knight
knightathome@hotmail.co.uk
I have a love of nature and
the environment and try to
reflect this In my paintings.
My work is an emotional
response to my surroundings
and feelings of that time. I
paint in my studio using a
variety of techniques and
have exhibited in galleries in
Surrey and London.
It’s warm in the sun.

Bowen Li
bowenlee85@gmail.com
I am a furniture designer, and graduated
from the University of the Arts London
Central Saint Martins in 2015.
Ceramic painting is my hobby, which helps
me to capture touching moments of daily
life.
I am a Chinese but live in London with
my family. I painted the “Lotus” to express
my homesickness through the traditional
Chinese brush painting on the ceramic.
My wish is to deliver the beauty of natural
views by sharing my art work.

Lotus

Corinne Manches
www.corinnemanches.co.uk
IG: corinne_manches
crmanches@yahoo.co.uk
My focus recently has
been on painting, and
collage. I take inspiration
from my surroundings
and try to interpret this in
an interesting way. My
Pleasant Pheasant
teaching leads me into
many artistic directions,
and keeps me fully motivated. This pheasant I saw on the Yorkshire
moors, and the beauty in its colouring made me want to paint this
painting. Commissions welcome.

Joy Martin
starlightjoym@hotmail.co.uk
I have been painting for 30
years, and during that time I have
worked in watercolour, oils, and
acrylics. I also make linocut prints.
I especially enjoy painting wild
landscapes, and for these, I work
mainly in acrylics, occasionally
including mixed media, as well.
When I make a piece of art, I like
Storm over the Scillies
to portray places that are special
to me, and I endeavour to capture
the atmosphere and a ‘sense of place’ in these paintings. The sounds
around me are important, too, when I am sketching outdoors, as I
think it helps to have as much sensory input as possible, in order to
try to capture the atmosphere. My ultimate goal is for my paintings to
touch the soul – and that is what I strive for.

Jo Maynard
www.artbyjomaynard.co.uk
I have always loved painting
and drawing but only in the
last five years or so has it
become something I ‘have’ to
do. I mainly work on pet portrait
commissions but also enjoy
creating artworks of wildlife,
children, cars, landscapes and
still life - I enjoy a challenge!
I donate 10% of the proceeds
Blue Bridle
from my commissioned work
to animal charities, and I also
occasionally donate pieces for auction; please contact me if you are
involved with an animal charity you think I could help in some way.

Janet McDonagh
www.janetmcdonagh.co.uk
janet.mcdonagh@btconnect.com
I am a qualified embroiderer and
hobby artist producing pictures
in range of mixed media. I have
attended many classes and
workshops ranging from free
machine embroidery, textile art,
watercolour, creative drawing
to pastel portraiture.
I enjoy
portraiture and have successfully
completed many commissions in
a variety of medium. Visit www.
janetmcdonagh.co.uk to view my
gallery of completed works.

At The Start Of Matty’s Journey

Abby McMurray
abbiemcmurrayart@gmail.com
My interest in paint, painting
and “the painting” is vast. In
particular, what I find most
visually and emotively satisfying
to paint is endangered species.
I find the desire to make and
own images of endangered
species is a much healthier
need than the aim to own the
actual animals (their fur, ivory,
scales etc), that sadly so much African Wild Dog
of the world shares. This is
something I wish to promote with my art. Stylistically, I am interested
in showing a physical confluence between the skin and form of the
animal, and the situated or abstracted background.
Sue Monteath
www.sue-monteath.com
Capturing the light and its
transformation of a scene or
object is the essence of Sue’s
work. Working mainly in oils
she takes her inspiration
from nature and her paintings
include birdlife (mainly sea
birds),
landscapes
and
coastal scenes as well as still
life. She is a member of the
Molesey Art Society.

Still Life with Blue Vase

Jessamie Edkins-O’Brien
jessamieeob@yahoo.co.uk
I chose to draw this Native
American lady as I was inspired
by a trip to Navajo National
Park. I chose this lady and tried
to recreate it using charcoal and
pencil. I thought the 2 tone of
the drawing was fitting as there
was no other colour on the cave
drawings I saw.

Navajo
Lisa Maria Ortiz
www.lisamariaortiz.com
My fascination of vintage
images is my passion. I
use mostly LGBTQ images
of couples and avantgarde scenes to produce
my paintings. I am inspired
by love, the openness and
warmth of how we share this
with our partners, friends
and family. I am emerged
in a life of Drag, Cabaret,
and Dance……… I love how
expressive these worlds can
be!

Callum’s Perch

Carolyn Palmer
artytiger@hotmail.co.uk
In my artwork, my passions
are pattern and design,
mixed media, pen and ink,
watercolour, pastel, pencil,
and art and craft fusion
pieces. My subjects range
from animals and people to
fantasy and mysticism, and
I love to play and have fun
with my work. I often see
the funny side of life and
Masquerade
several of my pieces have
often had a wry side to them or a bit of playful humour running through
them! Masquerade is a mixed media art and craft fusion piece which
incorporates original artwork, word art, original design and Craft Box
papers.
Gaby Phillips
photographybygabriele@
outlook.com
I use photography as a
means to observe and
document the world around
me, creating images that
call attention to things that
Petal Power
others may overlook. My
goal is to make photographs
that invite viewers to explore. A focus on details keeps us in the
present, it stops us from fretting about the future or regretting the past.
My choice of subjects comes from an interest in ideas about beauty,
and emotional connections. Photographs record a moment that’s
gone forever, impossible to reproduce; so I want to preserve the here
and now, focussing on capturing mood through light and composition.

Sheila Rudkin
arts@rcsherrifftrust.org
Because of my sight problems
I am very grateful to the RC
Sherriff Trust for providing the
art group. I find the teachers
and fellow artists a family which
is important as I live on my own.

Sleeping Iris
Ruth Sadler
sadlerruth@msn.com
Ruth studied art at the
University of Roehampton,
and graduated with a B.A.
Hons degree in Art For
Public Space. She enjoys
a growing reputation and
demand for her work, which
Epiphany
can be found in galleries and
private collections worldwide.
Influenced by the likes of Freud, Bacon, Schiele, and more recently
Jenny Saville. Ruth’s exploration of the compositional possibilities
and spontaneous manipulation of pattern can direct a deep cerebral
response from her audience. Her priority in Art is freedom, freedom
to translate emotional value through her brush, not accuracy through
measure. By painting like this she finds that she has the intrigue to be
creative and It’s then that the Art introduces itself.

Susan Simpson
susansimpson@live.com
Susan Simpson has lived
in the area for nearly 50
years She has studied
art in various local
authority classes for the
last 25 years.She works
in acrylic ,watercolour
and pastel in landscape,
still life and portraiture.

Eilean Donan Castle

Pam Smyth
arts@rcsherrifftrust.org
As a participant in the
Rosebriars Trust, I
was asked to submit
a silver picture for the
25th anniversary. I
decided to work one
in embroidery on an
embroidery
canvas,
about the filming of
Journey’s End.
Journey’s End

Cathy Spooner
www.cathys-art.co.uk
Experienced local amateur
artist whose work draws
from observation of natural
forms,
such
as
rock
formations and landscapes.
More recently a series of
work on “openings” with
this piece demonstrating a
balance of light, texture and
colour using a combination
of acrylic and pastel.

Openings
Jill Storey
www.jillstorey.co.uk
Jill Storey’s recent paintings
have been inspired by
foreign travel – the light and
colour of new destinations.
Many of her sketchbook
drawings, done on site, are
later developed into larger
paintings. She also paints
the Dorset coast, and has a
continuing fascination for the
Thames and her local parks,
Cow Parsley, Dorset
buildings and riverside.
She enjoys drawing, mixing
media and experimenting with the fluid movement of watercolour
contrasting with the rough textural quality of pastel.

Kate Stringer
www.katestringer.photography
I am a photographer with a
strong emotional connection
to the landscape. It is this
emotion that I am trying to
express through my images.
Much of my work uses multiple
exposures and intentional
camera movement. I find that
these techniques help me to
convey mood and feeling - the
landscape as I experience it.

Untitled

Rachael Talibart
www.rachaeltalibart.com
Black and White Photographer of
the Year 2018, Rachael Talibart
is a professional photographer
specialising in seascapes. Her
inspiration comes from a childhood
spent at sea and she is best known
for her Sirens portfolio, photographs
of storm waves named after
mythological beings. This portfolio
Ligeia
has won numerous awards and
been published globally. Rachael
is represented by galleries in the UK and USA and her prints appear
in significant private collections. This summer will see a major solo
exhibition of her portfolio in Massachusetts. She was described as
one of ‘the best outdoor photographers working in the UK today’ by
Outdoor Photography Magazine (June 2016)

Debra Lee Taylor
www.debraleetaylor.com

Journey of the Empath
Debra lives and works from her studio in Shepperton, Surrey and
completed six years of art education in 2014 from a BTEC Diploma
in art and design, right through to gaining a scholarship to do her
Masters at Wimbledon College of Art. Her work explores the realm
of relationships and their pitfalls and is partially drawn from personal
experience and from observation.
Her work is largely rendered in oils and acrylics and sometimes
involves resins as well. Some of her work has been executed on an
iPad using a painting app, whereby she mixes imported imagery with
her own digitally painted work to create iPad collaged narratives to
give an overall “kitch” appearance.
Joshua Thorne
joshua_thorne@hotmail.co.uk
Postbridge Clapper
Bridge in Dartmoor
is
believed
to
have been built
in the 13th century
to enable pack
horses to cross
the river carrying
tin to the stannary
town of Tavistock.
It is a grade II listed
structure.
Postbridge Clapper Bridge Dartmoor

Tim Walsh
tjwwalsh2509@gmail.com
The jetty at Walton is a
place that is immensely
beautiful and which has
a special atmosphere. In
this painting I have tried to
capture the evening light
in early winter as I found
it as I sat and watched the
evening descend on the
river.
Walton Swans

Chris Warne
christopherwarne@gmail.com
Chris Warne lives
in
Walton
on
Thames and makes
drawings, etchings
and paintings. He
has always been
fond of the trees
in Ashley Park and
has made several
pictures of them.
This ink drawing
was made just
before the trees
came into leaf in
2019.

Ashley Park, 8 March 2019

Ann Marie Whaley
www.amwhaley.com
I work in charcoal, water
media and oil paint.
Weather permitting, I like
to draw and paint in the
landscape, responding
to all the sensations of a
certain place. Returning
to places where I have
worked before, usually
in London, Hampshire
Shave Hill
or Dorset, is a great and
ceaselessly changing pleasure. My goal, using these or outdoor
sketches or ‘catches’, is to depict a different space on the paper or
canvas - a space that conveys some of what it feels like to be in that
landscape not simply an image of what it looks like.
Jennifer A Woolfe
jenwoolfey44@gmail.com
I love to do portraits of people,
especially
when
they
are
someone out of the ordinary. I
work in watercolour, acrylics or
pastels depending on the subject.
The Afghan girl I did in pastels
because I felt they best expressed
the contrast with her pale, not very
clean face, and her wonderful,
brightly coloured head covering.
The pastels were perfect for
catching the lovely texture and
softness of the materials. The
painting is based on a photo by
Muhammed Muheisen.

Afghan Girl

Nataliya Zozulya
www.nataliyazozulya.com

Royal Exchange
Nataliya Zozulya started working as a figurative painter when she
graduated from National Academy of Fine Arts and Architecture in
Kiev, Ukraine. She worked with Eric Rimmington in 2001 when her
family moved to London.
Nataliya completed a number of projects each having a distinct theme:
her early subtle figurative paintings explored femininity, later bright
bold canvasses depicted the impressions from her travels to North
Africa and South East. Nataliya uses muffled, reserved colours in her
series of London cityscapes, portraying the city void of the immediate
physical presence of people. She continues to express her love to the
great city in her intricate and unique digital collages, full of vibrancy
and sound of the crowd, printed on canvas and hand finished with
sprays and acrylic.

Cathy Spooner - Openings
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